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„Come on. Awake. Watch me absorbing the bass. Cabriolet. Purple haze. Inhale.“ «DARK» is
the first of four mini-EPs leading up to the DARK AGE DAY DREAM full length, containing
the lead-single AWAKE and the B-side IVORY CROW.

Numb! Dead on the inside. Body parts disconnected like pieces of a puzzle, scattered. The tension
between the unencumbered, limitless freedom offered by the digital domain and a myriad
limitations placed on the body. AWAKE, the lead-in single from the DARK (the first mini-EP)
from avant-pop outfit Eutropic, transposes the idea of the zombie to our current state as a society.
It also offers a glimpse into what it would feel like to come back to life, fully! A pessimist might call it
an escapist fantasy or just wishful thinking, a mere daydream. An optimist might see it as a spell, a
call to arms or a beautiful sonic fiction to live through vicariously. Whatever your predisposition
might be, the fact that the song feels like a wild reawakening, a resuscitation, a full reset – is
indisputable! In fact, it’s hardwired into the song’s relentless, tight, throbbing groove, the vitality of
the chunky bass and the effervescent keys and guitars. Listening to is is like being transported from
a murky, life-less netherworld into the pulsating, chromatic vitality of life at large. Note:
psychedelic lenses (technology) are not included in the package, but recommended. Despite the
obvious overlaps with our current circumstances, the song was written and recorded pre-pandemic.
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DARK is the first of four mini-EPs leading up to the forthcoming Dark Age Day Dream LP, due to
drop February 2nd on Aztec Records UK.

Eutropic sind eine Schweizer Avant-Pop-Band, die von analogen Synthesizern und dem Konzept der
Zeit fasziniert ist.
Dominique Hindermann (vocals, synths), Sacha di Piazza (synths, drum machines), David Muther
(guitars, synths).
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